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Basic Question

Obvious Fact: forms of debt include term loans, drawn credit lines, 
senior bonds, subordinated bonds, commercial paper, leases, etc.

1. How do firms choose among these? 
2. Does the mix of debt types differ between recessions and booms?

1. High versus low leverage firms
2. Small versus large firms

These are great questions, and we do not really know the answers.
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Stage of the Paper

• This is still a very early stage paper
• It contains

• A theoretical model
• Empirical work using Capital IQ and Compustat data

• The results in the current draft are best regarded suggestive
• In due course this paper will make a real contribution to things that I care 

about

• In an attempt to be helpful, my focus is on things that could use a bit 
of (feasible) work. 
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The Model

• One period two dates. 
• A project requires I and produces H in a success. Prob of success is 0.5.
• In a failure it produces M in an expansion and L in a recession.

0<L<M<H
• After the macro state is revealed, the firm raises public debt, or private 

debt, or both.
• The firm owners and the bond holders are risk neutral 
• The discount rate is normalized to zero. 
• Bank debt has an extra cost and hence discounted at ρ>0.
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Financing

• If the firm has enough resources, it can self-finance
• If not, 

• Case 1. funds using bonds (public debt)
• Case 2. fund using bonds (public) and bank loans (private)

• Key idea: bonds cannot be renegotiated in the failure state, bank loans can 
be

• Claim: use as little bank debt as possible, subject to the bank’s incentive 
compatibility to renegotiate. So get a mixed financing equilibrium.
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Model: a Promising Start
1. Setting the risk-free rate to zero may be familiar, but perhaps not innocuous. 
2. Is ρ really a number? Or, is it a function that connects to firm decisions?

• In a classical trade-off theory model, the price of debt (or interest rate), must adjust so that investors break-
even. The price of debt is a function of the firm’s debt choice, it is not an exogenous number. See Ai, Frank, 
and Sanati, 2020.  

3. The model ought to be providing predictions for the various interest rates/bond prices
• These are likely to be readily testable with the data

• Please define the equilibrium explicitly, and then show that it exists. 
• Probably not unique. How do we get rid of other equilibria? (e.g. Nachman and Noe, 1994)

• Presumably the investor must break-even, and in a mixed financing equilibrium, the expected 
returns to both types of financing should be equal.

• How does this work if there is a positive risk-free rate?
• What incentive compatibility conditions are imposed, and how do they fit? 
• I am not sure that I properly understand what is intended on pages 6-10. 
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Empirical Work: Data

• Uses Compustat, Capital IQ and NBER
• Covers 2002 to 2017

• Only one recession in the data (2007Q4 to 2009Q2)
• That recession was special in several ways. 
• Section 4.3 on Total Leverage Dynamics, does not really resolve this concern
• Paper repeatedly talks about what happens “during recessions”
• The empirical results are only suggestive for now

• Obvious remedy: get debt data from SDC and Mergent/FISD, or elsewhere
• That ought to get you back at least to say 1980, or even earlier. 
• At least 4 or 5 recessions should be available that way. 
• Still a small number, but better than just 1.

• The cluster analysis of common debt structures is particularly promising
• not as sensitive to business cycle data limitations
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Empirical Work: Target Debt Structure 

• Several parts of the paper use a “debt target” 
• To estimate the targets the paper uses firm fixed-effects panel regressions, and 

closely related extensions.
• That may seem natural, but it is really not okay.

• Frank and Shen (2019) examined several empirical models of leverage targets, 
including several panel regression estimation methods.

• All model targets were used to predict actual firm financing actions
• Panel regression targets fail to correctly predict debt issues and stock sales. Implies debt 

targets mismeasured in panel regressions.
• Panel regressions impose the same slope coefficients on all firms. This is not a valid 

restriction, and it seriously damages the estimated targets.
• Firm-specific time series models using size and market-to-book, predict firm financing actions 

MUCH better
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Conclusion

• This is a promising start on a very interesting question
• More focus on understanding the common structures (cluster analysis)

• I have learned a great deal from Josef and coauthors in the past. I 
expect to continue to do so in the future.

• Accordingly, I look forward to reading subsequent drafts of this paper 
to see how the answers evolve as they work on the problem.
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